Admin

No office hours today

Presentations

5 minutes per team, 1 minute for questions

Show up on time

If you want to use my laptop:
  E-mail me your slides, etc. by 10am on Wednesday

If you want to use your own:
  Come by and hook it up in the classroom sometime before class (there's a class in this room until 10:50am)

Presentations

What makes a good presentation?

What makes a bad presentation?
Organization

What problem are you trying to solve?
Why should we care about this problem?
Approach/algorithm description/analysis
Experimental setup
Results
Conclusion/future work

Dos and Don’ts

Don’t:
- Put too much information on one slide
- Put too much text on one slide
- Only use text and bullet points (ignore this presentation 😞)
- Procrastinate on preparing the presentation!

Do
- Use figures, diagrams and other visual aids
- Plan on roughly 1 slide per minute
- Use large fonts
- Think about what things you’ve liked/disliked in other presentations
- Make sure you annotate your figures, equations, etc.
- Practice, revise and reiterate